WEST COAST SUPER SHOW 2016 RESULTS

Sports Model U/21
1st Sabrina Llanos

Sports Model 30+
1st Shannell Grant
2nd Lizzy Eaton

Sports Model 40+
1st Tanya Llanos
2nd Michelle Hay
3rd Nicky Bell

Sports Model Mumma
1st Diana Mejia Knudson
2nd Nicky Bell

Mr Physique 30+
1st Brendon Webster

Mr Physique First Timer
1st Kudz Chikwinya
2nd Trent Sander
3rd Sam Mellor
4th Jason Li

Sports Model First Timer
1st Lina Nguyen
2nd Sam Nilsen
3rd Ljubica Radovic
4th Bree Dowling
4th Kat Willers
4th Brooklyn Vandale

Mr Physique Novice
1st Trent Sander
2nd Dan Whelan
3rd Wookhyun Choi
4th Brendon Webster
4th Jason Li

Sports Model Novice
1st Lina Nguyen
2nd Shannon Mathers
3rd Aishia Lewis

Mr Physique Open Short
1st Liam Harvey
2nd Kudz Chikwinya
3rd Wookhyun Choi
4th Jason Li

Mr Physique Open Tall
1st Brett Silver
2nd Trent Sander
3rd Dan Whelan
4th Brendon Webster
Sports Model Open Short
1st Lina Nguyen
2nd Wulan Dewi
3rd Sandra Yoo
4th Bec Chandler

Sports Model Open Tall
1st Shannell Grant
2nd Kat Willers
3rd Brooklyn Vandale

Fitness Model U/21
1st Sam Nilsen
2nd Sabrina Llanos

Fitness Model 40+
1st Ljubica Radovic
2nd Tanya Llanos
3rd Michelle Hay

Figure 40+
1st Anita Ramsdale
2nd Carol Mann
3rd Michelle Edmead

Figure First Timer
1st Shelley Campos

Fitness Model 30+
1st Sandra Yoo
2nd Aishia Lewis
3rd Lizzy Eaton

Figure 50+
1st Lynne Cook
2nd Debbie Andrews

Fitness Model Momma
1st Diana Mejia Knudson
2nd Clare Clarke
3rd Aishia Lewis

Figure International Short
1st Katrin Hapala
2nd Rachel Vines
3rd Carol Mann
4th Michelle Edmead

Figure International Tall
1st Ash Sheldon
2nd Kezia Duncan
3rd Debbie Andrews
4th Shelley Campos
Fitness Model First Timer
1st Kat Willers
2nd Sam Nilsen
3rd Diana Mejía Knudson
4th Clare Clarke
4th Ljubica Radovic
4th Bree Dowling
4th Brooklyn Vandale

Figure Novice
1st Jodie Reindl
2nd Ash Sheldon
3rd Rachel Vines
4th Kezia Duncan
4th Carol Mann
4th Shelley Campos

Fitness Model Novice
1st Shannon Mathers
2nd Michelle Hay

Figure Open Class 1
1st Karen Adigos
2nd Katrin Hapala
3rd Michelle Edmead

Figure Open Class 2
1st Lauren Napolitano
2nd Jodie Reindl
3rd Anita Ramsdale
4th Rachel Vines
4th Kezia Duncan

Figure Open Class 3
1st Lynne Cook
2nd Ash Sheldon
3rd Debbie Andrews

Fitness Model Open Short
1st Wulan Dewi
2nd Sandra Yoo
3rd Bec Chandler

Fitness Model Open Tall
1st Shannell Grant
2nd Shannon Mathers
3nd Clare Clarke

Bikini 30+
1st Tenille Zammit
2nd Kirst Hinder
3rd Cara O'Toole
4th Erika Massey
4th Cassina Tawhai

Bikini 40+
1st Sue Reedy
Men’s Fitness 30+
1st Matt Cross
2nd Aj Sims

Men’s Masters 40+
1st Ken Ross

Men’s Bodybuilding First Timer
1st Joshua Bowsher

Bikini Momma
1st Tenille Zammit
2nd Kirst Hinder
3rd Hayley Mallon
4th Erika Massey
4th Sue Reedy

Men’s Junior
1st Jordan Rose

Angels
1st Sabrina Llanos
2nd Bec Chandler
3rd tanya Llanos

Bikini First Timer
1st Carman Quinn
2nd Elise Parr
3rd Alisha Aurisch
4th Nicci Erceg
4th Sue Reedy
4th Erika Massey
4th Nadia Campbell

Men’s Fitness First Timer
1st Mitch Gardiner
2nd Matt Roles
3rd Michael Mani
4th Aj Sims

Men’s 72.1kg to 77kg
1st Dale Schnaars

Mens’ 77.1kg and over
1st Henry Heta - Disqualified
2nd Brad Bell
3rd Jordan Rose
4th Joshua Bowsher
4th Harley Tito

Bikini Novice
1st Carman Quinn
2nd Elise Parr
3rd Tenille Zammit
4th Kirst Hinder
4th Alisha Aurisch
4th Renae Cukrov
4th Cassina Tawhai
4th Hayley Mallon
4th Cara O’Toole
Men’s Novice
1st Dale Schnaars
2nd Brad Bell
3rd Joshua Bowsher

Men’s Fitness Novice
1st Lucky Salby
2nd Mitch Gardiner
3rd Matt Roles
4th Aj Sims

Men’s Fitness Open
1st Lucky Salby
2nd Matt Cross
3rd Matt Roles
4th Michael Mani

Bikini Open Short
1st Elisa Parr
2nd Alisha Aurisch
3rd Nicci Erceg
4th Hayley Mallon
4th Cassina Tawhai

Bikini Open Tall
1st Tiana Giancola
2nd Cara O’Toole
3rd Renae Cukrov
4th Nadia Campbell

Men’s Open Bodybuilding
1st Henry Heta - Disqualified
2nd Jordan Rose
3rd Harley Tito
4th Ken Ross

OVERALL SPORTS MODEL AND PRO CARD WINNER LINA NGUYEN
OVERALL MR PHYSIQUE AND PRO CARD WINNER LIAM HARVEY
OVERALL FITNESS MODEL AND PRO CARD WINNER WULAN DEWI
OVERALL FIGURE AND PRO CARD WINNER KAREN ADIGOS
OVERALL MEN’S FITNESS AND PRO CARD WINNER LUCKY SALBY
OVERALL BIKINI AND PRO CARD WINNER TIANA GIANCOLA
OVERALL MENS BODYBUILDING AND PRO CARD WINNER HENRY HETA - DISQUALIFIED